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Abstract 

The timing of events (e.g., how long it takes a child to exhibit a particular behavior) is often of 

interest in developmental science. Multilevel survival analysis (MSA) is useful for examining 

behavioral timing in observational studies (i.e., video recordings) of children’s behavior. We 

illustrate how MSA can be used to answer two types of research questions. Specifically, using 

data from a study of 117 36-month-old (SD = .38) children during a frustration task, we examine 

the timing of 36-month-olds recurring anger expressions, and how it is related to: (1) negative 

affectivity, a dimension of temperament related to the ability to regulate emotions; and (2) 

children’s strategy use (distraction, bids to their mother). Contrary to expectations, negative 

affectivity was not associated with the timing of children’s recurring anger expressions. As 

expected, children’s recurring anger expressions were less likely to occur in the seconds when 

children were using a distraction strategy, whereas they were more likely when children made 

bids to their mother. MSA is a flexible analytic technique that, when applied to observational 

data, can yield valuable insights into the dynamics of children’s behaviors. 

 Keywords: survival analysis, observational data, emotion regulation 
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Multilevel Survival Analysis:  

Studying the Timing of Children’s Recurring Behaviors 

The timing of behavior is of interest in many areas of developmental science. For 

example, emotion regulation has been conceptualized as a process of modulating emotion, 

including its timing (Thompson, 1994). Relatively stable between-child differences, such as 

temperament, and within-child dynamics, such as behavioral strategies, are both thought to 

contribute to children’s emotion regulation. Negative affectivity (Rothbart & Posner, 2006) is a 

dimension of temperament associated with difficulties regulating anger during delayed reward 

situations in early childhood (Santucci et al., 2008; Tan, Armstrong, & Cole, 2013). In contrast, 

the use of distraction strategies should increase young children’s ability to forestall the anger 

known to arise in delay task situations, i.e., influence the timing of anger expressions (Kopp, 

1989). When confronted with a situation in which a goal is blocked, such as being required to 

wait for a desired object, distraction redirects attention from the blocked goal and should delay 

anger expressions (Gilliom, Shaw, Beck, Schonberg, & Lukon, 2002; Sethi, Mischel, Aber, 

Shoda, & Rodriguez, 2000). Other strategies, such as bidding to an adult about the problem, may 

keep children’s attention focused on the blocked goal and actually hasten anger expressions 

(Sethi et al., 2000). 

Investigating the timing of events can yield a description of emotion regulation as a 

within-child process and not merely as between-child differences in ability (Diaz & Eisenberg, 

2015). Despite calls for investigations of children’s emotion dynamics (Cole, Martin, & Dennis, 

2004), most studies have not used statistical approaches that quantify emotion timing. Moment-

to-moment changes in children’s behavior are often coded in observational studies in ways that 

can capture how behaviors unfold over time. Often, however, these data are collapsed across 
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time, creating summary variables (e.g., frequencies, averages) and using static statistical 

approaches (e.g., linear regression) that mask dynamic processes. Thus, there is a gap between 

conceptual questions about emotion regulation and the methods used to investigate them.  

One such gap involves questions about how specific between-child or within-child factors 

relate to the timing of children’s emotion expressions. Given the social significance of tolerating 

frustration, are some children disposed to express anger more readily than others? And, what 

types of strategies forestall children’s anger expressions? Survival analysis, a technique for 

examining event timing (Allison, 1984), can be fruitfully applied to temporal data, namely 

micro-coded observational data—the products of quantifying in situ child behavior from video 

recordings—that are ubiquitous in developmental research. Survival analysis is well established 

in other fields of study but has not been used much in analysis of micro-coded behavioral 

observations (Fairbairn, 2016; Stoolmiller, 2016). Although we concentrate on this type of data 

here, researchers working with other types of data (e.g., questionnaire data concerning event 

timing) may also find survival analysis, and our introduction to it, useful. 

We provide a practical introduction to multilevel survival analysis (MSA) for 

observational data using data from a study of emotion regulation in early childhood. In this 

study, 36-month-olds were observed while being required to wait for a desired object, a task 

often used to elicit children’s anger (Cole, Teti, & Zahn-Waxler, 2003; Gilliom et al., 2002). We 

discuss how research questions about moment-to-moment behavioral processes can be tested 

using MSA, provide a general overview of survival analysis, and then illustrate how MSA is 

applied to observational data.  

Mapping Developmental Theory to Method with Multilevel Survival Analysis 

Developmental theory considers both between-child differences and within-child 
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processes. Temperament refers to constitutionally-based dispositions – relatively stable, 

between-child differences – that are believed to underlie children’s socioemotional development 

(Rothbart & Posner, 2006). Negative affectivity, one dimension of temperament, is related to the 

frequency and intensity of children’s reactions to environmental changes. Children high in 

negative affectivity tend to experience negative emotions (e.g., frustration, anger, distress) and 

have difficulty regulating them (Calkins & Johnson, 1998; Rothbart & Posner, 2006). Research 

on young children during delay tasks has shown that negative affectivity is related to the 

frequency of children’s anger expressions (e.g., Santucci et al., 2008). In line with dynamic 

perspectives of emotion regulation (Cole et al., 2004), high negative affectivity may be 

associated with recurring anger expressions during a frustrating situation. 

Theories of emotion regulation typically adopt a dynamic perspective that prioritizes 

consideration of within-child processes (Cole, 2014; Thompson, 1994). In conceptualizing 

emotion regulation as a process, Thompson (1994) asserted that the latency to an emotion is one 

index of emotion regulation dynamics. Studies using such measures have shown that longer 

latencies until young children’s distress during frustrating situations are associated with longer 

durations of regulatory behaviors (e.g., Calkins & Johnson, 1998). In addition, the latency to 

young children’s anger expressions increases as children get older, whereas the durations of their 

anger expressions decrease with age (Cole et al., 2011). However, the use of these temporal 

variables does not reveal critical information, such as whether and how strategy use influences 

an emotion. Most models of emotion regulation have an implicit assumption that a strategy 

influences an emotion’s “survival”. That is, it is assumed, but as of yet untested, whether 

strategic efforts actually alter the lifespan of emotions. Kopp (1989) posited that children begin 

to use strategies during the third year of life. However, it is unclear that strategy use at this early 
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age is actually effective (Buss & Goldsmith, 1998; Cole, Bendezú, Ram, & Chow, 2017).  

Consider the frustration of waiting for something desirable that one cannot yet have. 

Young children may bid to a parent, e.g., verbalize about the situational demands (e.g., “I can 

open the surprise when you’re done, right?”). However, such statements can be said angrily and 

maintain focus on the frustrating aspects of the situation (Sethi et al., 2000) rather than forestall 

frustration (Cole et al., 2011). Around 36 months of age, children gain the ability to volitionally 

direct their attention away from a restricted item and become highly absorbed, at least 

temporarily, in a substitute activity. In general such attention shifting—strategic distraction— 

should reduce focus on the restricted item and the likelihood of expressing anger (Sethi et al., 

2000). Alternatively, a child may seek adult support, bidding to a parent about the demands of 

waiting. The temporal relation between strategy use and emotion describes a within-child 

process—how the likelihood of expressing anger at a given moment is modified by the use of 

strategies such as bidding and distraction. 

We focus our demonstration on how negative affectivity, and each of two putative 

strategies (bidding and focused distraction), are associated with the timing of children’s recurring 

anger expressions during a frustrating wait task. Looking across children, we examine whether 

negative affectivity is associated with a greater likelihood of recurring anger expressions. 

Looking within child, we examine whether bidding is associated with earlier anger expressions 

and distraction is associated with forestalled anger expressions. Before presenting the empirical 

example, we introduce survival analysis and its multilevel extension, including key concepts 

such as events; time; censoring; the hazard and survival functions; parametric, non-parametric 

and semi-parametric approaches; and the proportional hazards assumption. 

Introduction to Survival Analysis  
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Survival analysis is a family of statistical techniques in which the outcome variable is the 

timing of an event—the time from a specific starting point such as the start of a task until a 

defined event occurs (Allison, 1984). The objective is to examine what predicts the timing of 

events. The terminology associated with survival analysis comes from its legacy in 

epidemiology, and research questions about the timing of events such as death. Individuals who 

experience an event during the observation period experience a “death,” whereas individuals 

who do not die “survive.” In the parlance of survival analysis, an individual’s likelihood of 

survival (i.e., not dying) may be associated with different predictor types, both time-invariant 

(e.g., gender) and time-varying (e.g., weekly alcohol consumption). In our empirical example, 

anger expressions are the event of interest. We examine the timing of children’s anger 

expressions with a multilevel approach, and how (time-invariant) negative affectivity and (time-

varying) strategy use are related to it.  

Key concepts. The outcome of interest in survival analysis is the timing of an event. An 

event is defined as a qualitative change in an individual’s state (e.g., from alive to dead) at an 

observable point in time (Allison, 1984). Event variables are often easily extracted from 

observational data (video recordings of participant behavior) collected in many developmental 

studies. For example, events can be defined as the onset or offset of specific behaviors or 

emotions. In our empirical example, wherein children’s anger expressions were coded as 

present/not present during each second of a 480-second task, we define events as the qualitative 

changes in a child’s emotion expression from a non-anger state to an anger state. 

Events occur at specific points in time, with time operationalized as either a discrete or 

continuous variable. The specific operationalization depends on the sampling rate at which data 

are collected and/or coded (Singer & Willett, 2003). Observational data that are coded in discrete 
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time intervals (e.g., 10- or 30-second epochs) imply implementation of a discrete time survival 

analysis. In contrast, data that are coded continuously with an event-based coding scheme (e.g., 

events could occur at any point in time, not just within discrete windows of time; see Stoolmiller 

& Snyder, 2006 for more details) imply implementation of a continuous time survival analysis. 

The distinctions between discrete and continuous time are not always clear, and the results of 

discrete- and continuous-time models will converge as the discrete-time sampling rate 

approaches a continuous scale (Efron, 1988; Singer & Willett, 2003). In our empirical example, 

children’s behaviors were coded in 1-second epochs, which could be conceptualized as either a 

discrete or continuous time scale because the sampling rate consists of discrete, equally-spaced 

intervals but also provides a continuous record of observations (e.g., behaviors of interest 

typically last longer than the time unit, see Ram & Reeves, 2018). Our examples use time as 

continuous, but the procedures described here will be similar to other common coding schema 

(e.g., global coding of 10- or 30-second epochs). 

Censoring is a common feature of time-to-event data and refers to cases in which event 

times are unknown because they did not occur within the observation period (Allison, 1984). 

Right censoring refers to cases when the event did not occur within the observation period; but 

may have occurred after the observation period ended. In our example, a child who did not 

express anger during the task would be right censored (even if the child expressed anger after the 

observation period ended). Right censoring is a common feature of time-to-event data and is not 

necessarily problematic in survival analysis given that the technique was developed in part to 

handle right-censored cases (Singer & Willett, 2003). As such, survival analysis is preferable to 

using conventional linear models predicting durations, which would not account for censoring, 

return biased estimates for event times, and predict impossible values such as negative durations. 
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Non-informative censoring refers to when censored and non-censored cases differ from 

each other only on the predictor variables included in the model, and is not considered 

problematic (Singer & Willett, 2003). Other types of censoring can, however, be problematic. 

Censoring is informative when censored cases differ systematically from non-censored cases on 

the risk of the event or on variables not included in the model. As a hypothetical example, we 

could imagine informative censoring if right-censored children (never expressed anger within the 

observation period) withdrew from the study because they experienced an extreme level of 

sadness. If this sadness was related to anger tendencies, the censoring would not be randomly 

distributed. Informative right censoring is considered problematic and will lead to biased 

analyses. Unfortunately, testing whether the censoring is informative is not possible if additional 

if predictors are not available, and little can be done to correct it when it occurs (Allison, 2010). 

Left censoring occurs when the start time of an event is unknown, such as when an event has 

occurred prior to or coincident with the start of the observation period. In contrast to right 

censoring, left censoring can be problematic in survival analysis (Singer & Willett, 2003). We 

will discuss this issue in more detail when working through the empirical example.  

Two important statistical terms are the hazard function and the survival function. The 

hazard function describes the likelihood an individual will experience the event in time (Mills, 

2011). Formally, the hazard function is expressed as 

ℎ𝑖𝑗(𝑡) = Pr(𝑇𝑖𝑗 = 𝑡 | 𝑇𝑖𝑗  ≥ 𝑡) (1) 

where ℎ𝑖𝑗(𝑡) is the rate of the jth episode occurring at time interval t for individual i, given that 

the event has not yet occurred, and Tij is the observed event time (Mills, 2011). 

The hazard function provides the basis for deriving many other statistical quantities of 

interest (Stoolmiller, 2016). In particular, hazard functions are often reframed as survival 
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functions to facilitate interpretation. Formally, the survival function is expressed as  

𝑆𝑖𝑗(𝑡) = Pr (𝑇𝑖𝑗 ≥ 𝑡) (2) 

where 𝑆𝑖𝑗(𝑡) is the proportion of individuals, i, whose event time for episode j, Tij, is greater than 

time t (i.e., those who are still alive). 𝑆𝑖𝑗(𝑡) is a non-increasing function that describes how, as 

time progresses, fewer and fewer individuals survive (Kleinbaum & Klein, 2012). Thus, whereas 

the hazard reflects the probability of experiencing the event at a given time among those who are 

still considered at risk for the event, the survival function reflects the cumulative “loss” from all 

those who were initially observed. 

Survival analysis centers on examining the shape of the hazard function, and whether this 

function differs systematically across persons or time in relation to other between-person 

differences or within-person changes. These analyses can be conducted using parametric, semi-

parametric, and non-parametric approaches. Parametric approaches are used when researchers 

expect that the hazard function has a specific shape (e.g., Gompertz, Weibull; see Mills, 2011 for 

more information). In contrast, non-parametric approaches are used when the shape of the hazard 

function is unknown. These approaches are free of assumptions about shape, purely descriptive, 

and well-suited for comparing survival functions among a small number of groups (Mills, 2011).  

When examining how the hazard or survival function is related to between-person 

difference variables, researchers in social science typically use a semi-parametric Cox regression 

model (Cox, 1972). The Cox regression model does not involve assumptions about the shape of 

the hazard function (similar to a non-parametric approach) but does rely on a proportional 

hazards assumption that the log hazard is a linear, time-invariant (parametric) function of the 

predictors. The Cox proportional hazards model is sometimes referred to as an extended Cox 

model when conducted with time-varying predictors and/ or random effects (Therneau & 
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Grambsch, 2013). 

In many cases, events can recur, in that the qualitative change in state can occur more 

than once. In such situations, events define episodes and the event time outcome variable 

indicates the timing since the last occurrence. To accommodate the fact that recurring events are 

clustered within individuals, survival analysis is placed in multilevel framework (MSA) that 

accommodates the potential interdependence between events within persons.  

Our examples consider recurrent anger events that are nested within children. For 

example, if a child were observed for 8 minutes and expressed anger twice, then from the 

beginning of the observation period until the first anger expression would be considered the first 

episode, the time beginning after the end of the first anger expression to the second expression 

would be considered the second episode, and the time after the second expression to the end of 

the recorded observation being the third episode. For these data we designate individuals using i, 

episode as j, and time as t, thus 𝑡𝑖𝑗 represents the timing of the jth anger episode for individual i. 

The possibility that some individuals may be more at risk for the event than others is 

accommodated by the inclusion of a random effect that allows the hazard function to vary across 

individuals. The multilevel Cox regression model is specified as 

ℎ𝑖𝑗(𝑡) =  ℎ0(𝑡) exp(𝑣𝑖)  exp(𝛽1 𝑥1𝑖 + 𝛽2 𝑥2𝑖𝑗 +  𝛽3𝑥3𝑖𝑗(𝑡) + ⋯ 𝛽𝑞 𝑥𝑞𝑖) (3) 

where the hazard of the jth episode at time interval t in individual i is the product of the baseline 

hazard ℎ0(𝑡), an exponentiated random effect 𝑣𝑖 for individuals, and an exponentiated linear 

function of q predictors that may be time-invariant (e.g., x1i) or time-varying (e.g., x2ij, x3ij(t)). 

The baseline hazard function is the shape of the hazard function when there is no influence of 

predictors, as in an unconditional model or when predictors have been centered at 0 (Kleinbaum 

& Klein, 2012). In our multilevel Cox model, the random effect is assumed to follow a gamma 
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distribution with a mean of 1 and variance of , although other options are available (see Austin, 

2017 for more discussion; Mills, 2011). Estimated random effects can be inspected after model 

fitting to evaluate the choice of distribution. Associations between the predictors and the hazard 

of anger expressions will be represented by 𝛽 coefficients. Specifically, 𝛽1 represents a 

coefficient for a time-invariant predictor, and 𝛽2  and 𝛽3 represent coefficients for time-varying 

predictors. In our empirical example, we will test if differences in the hazard of anger are related 

to fixed effects of children’s (1) negative affectivity, and (2) use of bids and focused distractions, 

accounting for individual differences (i.e., random effects) in children’s risk of recurring anger.  

 One advantage of the Cox model is that it is considered robust—results from a Cox 

model will closely approximate the results of a correctly specified parametric model, with the 

additional flexibility of being applicable to data for which the shape of the hazard function is 

unknown. Although the Cox model can be limiting because of the cost in statistical power 

associated with non-parametric estimation, the model can be informative about how event times 

are distributed in empirical data. Knowledge gained about the shape of the hazard function can 

inform theory development regarding the functional forms that manifest in different contexts, 

and open opportunity to test parametric functions in future studies.  

Illustration of Multilevel Survival Analysis with Observational Data 

Our motivating research questions are about whether children’s negative affectivity and 

strategy use are related to the timing of recurring anger expressions during a situation in which 

children are required to wait for something they want—a situation in which, according to 

Western social norms, expressing anger is not desirable (Kopp, 1989). The timing of children’s 

anger expressions during this type of situation is considered an indicator of self-regulation (Cole 

et al., 2011; Gilliom et al., 2002; Sethi et al., 2000). Between-child, dispositional differences in 
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the reactivity of negative emotions—negative affectivity—are believed to be related to 

difficulties regulating anger (Rothbart & Posner, 2006). Within-child use of attentional control to 

turn attention away from a restricted object, with a strategy such as distraction, is believed to 

forestall anger. In contrast, behaviors that keep children’s attention focused on the blocked goal, 

such as bidding to a caregiver about the demands of the wait, may foster anger (Sethi et al., 

2000). To date, most studies examining children’s emotion regulation have aggregated 

observational data across events and time, and examined the frequencies or durations of 

behaviors (e.g., Calkins & Johnson, 1998; Grolnick, Bridges, & Connell, 1996; Liebermann, 

Giesbrecht, & Müller, 2007; Santucci et al., 2008; Sethi et al., 2000). In our previous work, we 

examined temporal features of anger by quantifying its latency and duration and examining how 

these quantities were associated with temperament and strategy use (Cole et al., 2011; Tan et al., 

2013). Taking a dynamic perspective on emotion regulation (e.g., Cole et al., 2004; Thompson, 

1994) that emphasizes the unfolding of emotions in situ, we use MSA to extend our previous 

findings—directly testing how children’s (1) negative affectivity, and (2) strategy use are related 

to the timing of their recurring anger expressions. 

Relations between the timing of recurring anger expressions and children’s temperament 

and strategy use can be conceptualized in terms of between-child and within-child associations, 

respectively. In the context of anger regulation, examinations of between-child differences 

address research questions about whether children with a particular disposition (e.g., high 

negative affectivity) differ from other children on the timing of recurring anger expressions. 

Examinations of within-child differences address research questions about how children’s 

strategy use influences the timing of anger when children use specific strategies compared to 

when they do not. One advantage of MSA over examination of correlations between 
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temperament or strategies and anger is that MSA provides a statistically rigorous way to 

simultaneously examine between-child and within-child associations.  

Survival analysis can be used to examine both single and recurring events. A single 

episode model can be used for events that can occur only once (e.g., task completion, giving up). 

A single episode conceptualization captures between-child differences in event timing. In our 

examples, we conceptualize anger as a recurring event, as children can express anger repeatedly 

during the observational period. Examinations of recurring episodes in observational data are 

uncommon (for exceptions, see Dagne & Snyder, 2011; Lougheed, Hollenstein, Lichtwarck-

Aschoff, & Granic, 2015; Snyder, Stoolmiller, Wilson, & Yamamoto, 2003) but may be 

particularly useful for understanding the dynamics of regulatory or other processes. One reason 

recurring-episode models are less common is that estimation of model parameters is more 

difficult computationally than estimation of the parameters in a single-episode models, with 

some of the difficulties arising from the utility of software options (Stoolmiller, 2016). Current 

software options for estimating these types of models include the survival (Therneau, 2015a) and 

coxme (Therneau, 2015b) packages  in R (R Core Team, 2016), and Mplus (Muthén & Muthén, 

2012). Both programs have advantages and disadvantages. R has the advantages of being freely 

available and open source, but with the disadvantages that technical support comes from the 

community of R users (and may be sporadic) and that packages are not always well documented. 

Mplus has the advantages of reliable technical support but it is not open source or freely 

available. Interested readers are referred to Austin (2017) for a detailed comparison of several 

programs. 

To illustrate research questions that MSA can answer, we present two example analyses. 

With Model 1, we considered between-child differences in children’s temperament by examining 
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if (1) the time until recurring anger expressions was shorter for children with higher negative 

affectivity. Then, in Model 2, we considered within-child changes in strategy use by examining 

if children’s anger expressions were: (2a) more likely in the seconds they made bids compared to 

the seconds they did not, and (2b) less likely in the seconds they distracted themselves compared 

to the seconds they did not. There are many possibilities afforded by survival analysis beyond the 

two research questions examined here. For example, researchers can use a single-episode 

approach to examine time-invariant and time-varying predictors of single events. Although a 

comprehensive demonstration of all possibilities is beyond the scope of this paper, interested 

readers are referred to online materials for examples of other model types (predicting a single 

episode from time-invariant and time-varying predictors; https://quantdev.ssri.psu.edu/), in 

addition to the examples covered in this article. 

Participants 

Data for our empirical illustrations are drawn from a longitudinal study of children’s 

emotion regulation, wherein children and their caregivers visited the laboratory when children 

were ages 18, 24, 36, and 48 months. We used data collected when the children were age 36 

months, when children are believed to develop the ability self-regulate emotions (Kopp, 1989). 

The analysis sample consisted of 117 children (64 boys, 53 girls) described by their mothers as 

White (92%) or biracial (8%). Complete demographic information and description of the larger 

study can be found in Cole et al. (2011). All procedures for the Development of Toddlers Study 

were approved by the Pennsylvania State University’s institutional review board, IRB protocol 

numbers 18993 and 45013. 

Procedure 

We examined the timing of children’s recurring anger expressions in the context of the 

https://quantdev.ssri.psu.edu/
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wait task (Vaughn, Kopp, & Krakow, 1984), a task often used to study children’s self-regulation 

when faced with a blocked goal (frustration). The child and mother were seated in an observation 

room. A research assistant provided the child with a boring toy (a toy car with no wheels) and 

the mother with questionnaires to fill out. The research assistant then placed a shiny gift-wrapped 

bag on the table and indicated that the gift was a surprise for the child. When the research 

assistant left the room, the mother (as instructed by the research assistant) told the child to wait 

to open the gift until she finished her work. All mothers complied with this instruction. The 

child’s behavior during the task was videotaped for 8 minutes. Then, the research assistant 

returned and prompted the mother to let the child open the gift. Data from this task have been 

examined previously using other analytic techniques (Cole et al., 2011, 2017). 

Measures  

Observational data were derived from the videotapes. Children’s nonverbal emotion 

expressions and strategies were coded on a second-by-second basis by two independent coding 

teams. Coders were trained to at least 80% agreement with master coders on the second-by-

second coding prior to coding videos. Inter-rater reliability checks were conducted on a 

randomly selected set of 15% of the children in the sample for each coding system.  

Anger events. Anger events were coded using a system based on facial expressions and 

vocal quality (Cole, Zahn-Waxler, & Smith, 1994). Anger intensity was coded for each second 

on a 4-point scale (0 = not present, 1 = low intensity, 2 = moderate intensity, 3 = high intensity). 

Inter-rater reliability was good, Cohen’s  = .86. Conceptualized as an event, anger intensity was 

recoded as a dichotomous variable that indicated whether anger had not (0 = 0) or had (1, 2, or 3 

= 1) occurred in each second (see Angerit under Original Data Structure in Table 1). 

Episode and event time variables. Several variables are required for MSA. Episode 
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indicates the time span for each anger event (see Episodeij in Table 1). The episode variable 

begins at one for each child and increases by 1 for each recurrence of the anger event. Thus, 

right-censored children (for whom anger never occurs) will have episode equal to 1 for their 

entire time series. Event time indicates elapsed time within each episode (see Event timeijt in 

Table 1). 

Strategy use. Two strategies were of interest, bids to the mother about the demands of 

the wait (e.g., asking how much longer the wait was) and focused distraction that was initiated 

by the child and not done in a disruptive manner (i.e., becoming absorbed in an alternate activity, 

such as playing with the boring toy). Inter-rater reliability for strategies was good, Cohen’s  = 

.84. Like anger, bids and focused distraction were coded as dichotomous variables that indicated 

whether the strategy had not (=0) or had (=1) occurred in each second (see Bidsit and 

Distractionit under Original Data Structure in Table 1). To examine within-child differences 

(Model 2), the occasion-specific, time-varying bids and distraction variables were used in their 

original form (see Bidsijt and Distractijt under Model 2 in Table 1). 

Negative affectivity. Child negative affectivity was measured with the negative 

affectivity factor score (Cronbach’s  = .86) of the 105-item toddler behavior assessment 

questionnaire-revised (TBAQ-R, Goldsmith, 1996). Mothers completed the TBAQ-R at a home 

visit when children were 30 months old as part of the broader longitudinal study. Mothers rated 

items describing their child’s behavior in the past two weeks using a 7-point scale (1 = extremely 

untrue; 7 = extremely true). For convenience of interpretation, the child-level negative affectivity 

variable was centered at its sample mean. 

Empirical Illustration: Five Steps for Multilevel Survival Analysis 

We now illustrate how MSA can be used to ask two types of research questions. We 
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present MSA as a five-step process: (1) preliminary considerations, (2) data preparation, (3) data 

description, (4) model building and assessment of fit to data, and (5) presentation and 

interpretation of results. Tutorials walking through R code for each model are available online 

(https://quantdev.ssri.psu.edu/resources/survival-analysis). 

Step 1: Preliminary considerations. Preliminary considerations include selecting a 

model that is appropriately matched to research questions and available data. Several decisions 

must be made. First, it must be decided whether the data will be analyzed with respect to discrete 

or continuous time. The data for our examples were coded in 1-second epochs, and we selected a 

continuous time approach. 

Second, it must be decided if the data should be analyzed using a non-parametric, semi-

parametric, or parametric approach. We decided to use a semi-parametric approach because we 

did not have theoretically-driven knowledge about the distribution of event times and because 

the Cox approach (Cox, 1972) allowed us to examine how both continuous time-invariant 

predictors and categorical time-varying predictors were associated with the timing of anger 

expressions.  

Third, it must be decided how the outcome variable is best conceptualized—whether the 

research questions require modeling of single or recurring episodes. The use of single or 

recurring episode models should be determined by theory and research questions. With 

observational data, some events may only occur once (e.g., time to completing a task). Other 

events, such as emotions, may occur multiple times. Survival analysis affords many options, and 

single and recurring episodes need not be mutually exclusive. If researchers are interested in 

recurring events but the timing of the first event is also of interest, researchers could incorporate 

a first-episode effect (via a dummy variable) into a recurring-episode model. In our case, 
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children expressed anger multiple times during the wait task, so we used recurring-episode 

models. 

The fourth decision is to determine whether testing hypotheses requires the use of time-

invariant or time-varying predictors (or both). Some questions are inherently focused on 

examinations of between-person differences (e.g., gender, ethnicity, traits), and suggest the use 

of time-invariant predictors. In Model 1, we use the child negative affectivity variable as a time-

invariant predictor to examine if differences in child temperament are related to differences in 

the hazard of recurring anger expressions. Other questions focus on within-child changes, which 

suggest the use of time-varying predictors. In Model 2, we use time-varying predictors to 

examine how children’s second-by-second changes in strategy use (bids and focused distraction) 

are related to the hazard of recurring anger expressions.  

For illustration, we combine different decisions together to articulate two specific 

research questions. With Model 1, we examined if: (1) the time until recurring anger expressions 

was shorter for children with higher negative affectivity. Model 1, with episode j clustered within 

individual i is 

ℎ𝑖𝑗(𝑡) =  ℎ0(𝑡) 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑣𝑖)𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛽1 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐴𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖) (4) 

This equation states that the hazard of transitioning to anger for episode j within each child i, 

ℎ𝑖𝑗(𝑡), is a product of the baseline hazard function ℎ0(𝑡) for each episode; an exponentiated 

child-specific random effect (or “frailty”) that indicates the extent to which children differ from 

each other on baseline risk of anger, vi; and the exponentiated linear function of the time-

invariant predictor, Negative Affectivityi. Of greatest interest is the test of whether the 𝛽1 

parameter is different than 0 (i.e., that there is an association between negative affectivity and the 

hazard of recurring anger expressions).   
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 With Model 2, we examined if children’s recurring anger expressions were (2a) more 

likely in the seconds they made bids compared to the seconds they did not, and (2b) less likely in 

the seconds they distracted themselves compared to the seconds they did not. Model 2 tests the 

likelihood that children transition to anger in the same seconds that they make bids or engage in 

focused distraction,  

ℎ𝑖𝑗(𝑡) =  ℎ0(𝑡) 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑣𝑖) exp(𝛽1𝐵𝑖𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑗(𝑡) + 𝛽2 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑗(𝑡)) (5) 

The hazard of transitioning to anger at time (t) is a product of the baseline hazard function ℎ0(𝑡) 

for each episode j within each child i; a child-specific random effect, vi; and the exponentiated 

linear function of the two time-varying predictors (Bidsij and Distractij). Of primary interest to 

our research questions, the 𝛽1 and 𝛽2 parameters indicate the prototypical associations between 

time-varying use of bids and distraction, respectively, and the hazard of anger. Of note, these two 

time-varying behaviors were unlikely to co-occur and only did so less than .01% of the time. For 

this reason, we did not examine the interaction between bids and distraction, but it may be 

fruitful to test interactions among time-varying predictors when co-occurrences are present and 

of theoretical interest. 

Step 2: Data preparation. Table 1 shows a hypothetical original data structure (raw data 

in long format) and data structures for each of the models. The original data structure consists of 

one row for each second of the wait task (t = 1 to 480) for each participant in the sample (N = 

117). ID is the participant identification variable. Second indicates the temporal location in the 

task. Anger, Bids, and Distraction are binary variables that indicate whether the behavior was 

present or not in each second of the task. 

Step 3: Data description. It is useful to examine some characteristics of the data before 

fitting survival models. For example, the data should be checked for right censoring—
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participants who did not express anger before the end of the observation. In our sample, 12 of the 

117 individuals (10% of the sample) were right censored. The low number of censored cases 

precluded comparisons of censored cases to non-censored cases on event risk, but this step 

should be performed in the presence of high numbers of censored cases to assess whether the 

censoring is informative and problematic. The data should also be checked for left censoring. We 

identified 7 left-censored children who were expressing anger when the observation period 

started. In the context of the study design, children who were expressing anger while the task 

started were likely not expressing anger because of the task. To overcome the presence of 

problematic left censoring, we defined the start time for all participants’ observations as the first 

second at which anger was not occurring during the task, so that all children’s first episode was 

defined as the first anger expression during the task. Another option is to remove left-censored 

cases from the data set (Singer & Willett, 2003). Researchers should also note that left censoring 

is less problematic in parametric models than it is in the semi-parametric Cox approach used here 

(Allison, 2010). 

It is also important to examine plots of raw data and descriptive statistics. Figure 1 shows 

survival times for each child (length of horizontal lines) grouped by anger episode (different 

colors). The number of survival times (horizontal lines) per child is equal to their number of 

anger episodes. As seen by looking vertically up the graph, the time until each anger event 

appears to decrease, with fewer children represented at the later episodes. Descriptive statistics 

for all the variables used in Models 1 and 2 are shown in Table 2. 

Step 4: Model building and assessment of fit to data. Model building often begins with 

fitting an unconditional model (no predictors included) to obtain the baseline hazard function. 

Then, predictors are added to test hypotheses, with model fit and diagnostics examined before 
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interpreting the model results in Step 5.  

We used the coxph() function of the survival package (Therneau, 2015a) in R to fit the 

models, specifying a random effect for children with a frailty term, and using the Efron 

approximation of the partial likelihood algorithm for estimation. The Efron algorithm was used 

because it is appropriate when there are multiple survival times with the same value (“ties”) in 

the data (Mills, 2011). First, an unconditional (baseline hazard) model was fit to the data to 

examine the baseline survival and cumulative hazard functions (see Figure 2). Then, we added 

negative affectivity into the model as a predictor to examine the proportional hazards assumption 

for Model 1. The proportional hazards assumption can be examined by obtaining the Schoenfeld 

residuals, which are the observed values of the predictors minus their predicted values at each 

event time (Mills, 2011). We then tested the assumption statistically using the cox.zph function, 

which creates an interaction between each predictor in the model and log-transformed time 

(Therneau, 2015a). Significant deviation of observed values from expected values of the 

predictors indicates non-proportional hazards (Mills, 2011). We concluded that the data for 

Model 1 did not violate the proportional hazards assumption (p = .78). If this assumption had 

been violated, there are several options. One option is to restrict the model to the range in which 

the assumption is not violated (Singer & Willett, 2003). A second option is to use time-varying 

predictors in place of the predictors that violate the assumption. This can be done either by 

creating interaction terms between the non-proportional predictors and time (Singer & Willett, 

2003), or by using predictors that are truly time-varying. A third option is to break up the 

observation into periods of time based on when the hazard differs, so that the time-varying 

effects of the predictor can be examined for each time period (Muthén, Asparouhov, Boye, 

Hackshaw, & Naegeli, 2009). 
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Goodness of model fit can be assessed, for nested models, using a likelihood ratio test 

that compares fit of one model to another. This approach allows us to assess the explanatory 

power of predictors by adding fixed and random components to the model and comparing the 

model fit with this test (see Mills, 2011 for a full description of model building steps). In our 

examples, we compared the model including the predictors to the unconditional model, which is 

a joint test of the random effect variance and the fixed effect of negative affectivity. The 

likelihood ratio test was significant for Model 1, X2 (90.14) = 414.70, p < .001, indicating that 

Model 1 fit the data better than the unconditional model. The likelihood ratio test comparing 

Model 2 and the unconditional model was also significant, X2 (92.65) = 612.20, p < .001, 

indicating that Model 2 also fit the data better than the unconditional model. Relative fit of 

nested or non-nested models can be assessed using Akaike and Bayesian information criterion 

(Mills, 2011; Singer & Willett, 2003).  

Step 5: Presentation and interpretation of results. We report our model results in the 

manner they might be presented within an empirical journal article. Results tables are formulated 

as typical regression tables, but often include an additional column where parameter estimates 

are transformed into the more easily interpreted hazard ratio metric (HR = exp[]), which is, 

similar to the relative risk, an indication of effect size (Ressing, Blettner, & Klug, 2010). 

Specifically, hazard ratios can be interpreted as the magnitude of difference in the risk of event 

occurrence between two groups being compared. Similar to odds ratios: HR = 1.00 indicates no 

association between the predictor and outcome variable, HR > 1 indicates higher hazard of event 

occurrence for higher values of the predictor, and HR < 1 indicates lower hazard of event 

occurrence for higher values of the predictor (Mills, 2011). HRs can also interpreted as a percent 

change in hazard as 100  [HR -1] (Mills, 2011).  
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Model 1: Recurring Episode Model with Time-Invariant Predictors. In Model 1, we 

tested the hypothesis that children with higher negative affectivity have shorter time until 

recurring anger expressions. The results of Model 1 are shown in Table 3. Contrary to 

expectations, differences in children’s negative affectivity were not related to differences in the 

timing of children’s recurring anger expressions (1 = 0.01, p = .96, HR = 1.01). 

Model 2: Recurring Episode Model with Time-Varying Predictors. In Model 2, we 

tested if children’s recurring anger expressions were (a) more likely in the seconds they made 

bids compared to the seconds they did not make bids, and (b) less likely in the seconds they 

distracted themselves compared to the seconds they did not distract themselves. The results of 

Model 2 are shown in Table 3. In line with expectations, children were 2.53 times (HR = 2.53) 

more likely (percent change = 100  [2.53 - 1.00] = 153%) to express anger in the seconds that 

they bid compared to the seconds they did not. Also in line with expectations, children were 0.27 

times as likely, or 73% less likely (percent change = 100  [0.27 - 1.00] = -73%), to express 

anger in the seconds that they were engaged in focused distraction compared to the seconds they 

were not (HR = 0.27). Random effects can be interpreted by exponentiating their standard 

deviation, which indicates the relative risk of a child who is more (or less) “frail” than the 

prototypical child (e.g., at 1 SD above the sample mean; Therneau, 2015b). The variance of the 

random effect was 0.65 (see Table 3) and taking the square root of this value gives the standard 

deviation (SD = 0.81). This indicated that a “frail” child (+ 1 SD) above the sample mean on risk 

of anger had 2.25 = exp[0.81] times (95% CI [1.94, 2.60]) the risk of expressing anger than the 

average child. The extent of difference indicated a significant degree of variation in children’s 

hazard of anger. 

Discussion 
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MSA is a useful method for examining the timing of events. This method can be 

especially useful in testing theoretical perspectives of dynamic processes (e.g., Cole et al., 2004; 

Thompson, 1994) using time series data derived from video-recorded observations. To illustrate 

the utility of MSA, we used it to test predictions that 36-month-olds’ temperament and strategy 

use influence the timing of their anger expressions as they tolerate a frustrating wait for a desired 

gift.  

This study is the first to show that 36-month-olds’ use of distraction, a strategy that is 

generally believed to be ideal when young children are faced with blocked or delayed rewards 

(Cole et al., 2011; Grolnick et al., 1996; Sethi et al., 2000), is associated with a decreased 

likelihood of anger expressions in the seconds that children engage in this strategy. In addition, 

we found that children’s use of bids, which is a strategy that keeps children’s attention on the 

blocked reward, increases the likelihood of anger expressions in the seconds that children engage 

in this strategy, which may be why anger is highly probable when this strategy is used. That is, 

the use of MSA provides the first evidence for a long-held view that attentional control is a 

central feature of early childhood emotion regulation, particularly in contexts involving blocked 

or delayed rewards (Kopp, 1989; Sethi et al., 2000), and that strategy use influences the 

“lifetime” of emotional expressions. This method builds on prior evidence about the latency and 

duration of young children’s anger expressions and use of distraction and bids (Cole et al., 2011), 

showing that strategy use influences the timing of anger expressions. 

Contrary to expectations, we found that children’s negative affectivity was not associated 

with the timing of recurring anger expressions. We speculate that this null result could be for a 

number of reasons. One is that, although negative affectivity is considered to be a relatively 

stable between-child difference (Rothbart & Posner, 2006), there is some evidence of within-
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child changes during early childhood (Tan et al., 2013). Thus, the null result could be related to 

the 6-month difference in the timing of the temperament and observed anger measures. It could 

also be a Type II error due to lack of precision of estimated child anger hazard rates due to a 

short observation task (480 seconds), due to lack of re-test reliability for the child anger hazard 

rates, or both; or a true lack of effect. 

Advantages of survival analysis. Survival analysis is well-suited to testing theoretical 

propositions about children’s emotion regulation. MSA will enable researchers to go beyond 

linking behavioral tendencies (aggregated counts of observed strategy use and emotion 

expressions) with traditional approaches such as linear regression to examining the temporal 

influence of children’s strategy use on their emotion expressions—one dynamic at the core of 

emotion regulation (Cole et al., 2004; Kopp, 1989). Example research questions that illustrate 

insights to be gained from MSA include: (1) Do the dynamics of children’s strategy use and 

emotion expressions differ by child temperament? A cross-level interaction can be incorporated 

into MSA to test between-child differences in within-child processes. (2) Is the use of some 

strategies more effective for modulating emotion expressions than others, and do these 

associations vary by context? The temporal associations between strategies and emotion 

expressions can be contrasted with observations of children’s behaviors in different contexts. (3) 

How does the effectiveness of children’s strategy use develop? MSA can be extended to 

incorporate multiple time scales with repeated assessments of child behavior over years to 

examine how children develop the ability to regulate emotion expressions with strategies. MSA 

can also be used to move forward research on other topics for which behavioral timing is 

theoretically important, such as dyadic (e.g., parent-child) coercive processes (Granic & 

Lougheed, 2016; Lunkenheimer, Lichtwarck-Aschoff, Hollenstein, Kemp, & Granic, 2016), 
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interpersonal anger regulation (Snyder et al., 2003), and parental scaffolding of adolescents’ 

emotions (Lougheed, Craig, et al., 2016; Lougheed, Hollenstein, & Lewis, 2016).  

The methodological advantages of survival analysis pertain to it being a flexible method. 

For example, it is flexible with respect to the time scale of event occurrence. We have 

demonstrated how MSA can be used at a short time scale (seconds), but it could also be used to 

examine development (e.g., the attainment of cognitive milestones or puberty) at longer time 

scales (e.g., months, years) using other kinds of data. When tasks are repeated at multiple ages, 

MSA can be used to examine processes that manifest at multiple time scales (Ram & Diehl, 

2015). For example, Stoolmiller (2016) has used MSA to examine the interplay between short-

term parent-child dynamics and the longer-term development of externalizing problems 

(Stoolmiller, 2016). Recently MSA has been embedded within broader structural equation 

models (McCurdy, Molinaro, & Pachter, 2017; Stoolmiller & Snyder, 2014; Wong, Zeng, & Lin, 

2017). This extension allows the temporal associations between behaviors—hazards—to be used 

as both predictors and outcomes in longitudinal studies. 

MSA can also be used to examine between-child differences in survival time in different 

ways. For example, researchers can examine between-child differences in event timing with 

single-episode models. Researchers can also compare groups on survival time (e.g., Morack, 

Ram, Fauth, & Gerstorf, 2013). In addition, between-child differences can be examined in terms 

of unmeasured, categorical differences within a mixture modeling framework if researchers 

expect meaningful classifications of participants based on survival time (Masyn, 2009). 

Survival analysis is flexible regarding the number of event types that are examined. We 

examined the timing of one event—onset of anger—but the timing of multiple types of events 

(e.g., anger versus sadness) can be compared with competing hazard models (Stoolmiller & 
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Snyder, 2006). In competing hazards models, different event types (e.g., anger and sadness) each 

have their own hazard function.  

Cautionary notes. A few issues with MSA should be noted. One issue is informative 

censoring, in which right-censored cases drop out before the end of the observation period in a 

non-random way that is related to the risk of the event or to predictors not included in the model. 

One recommendation to prevent informative censoring is to design studies to minimize all right 

censoring (Allison, 2010). Tasks could be designed so that their level of difficulty (e.g., in terms 

of length, emotional challenge) is sufficient to capture events but not so difficult that participants 

are likely to drop out.  

Other challenges relate to the design of observational studies for survival analysis. 

Although there are no clear guidelines regarding the minimum base rates of events for survival 

analysis, observation periods need to be sufficiently long for the event to occur multiple times for 

at least some participants. Determining the required observation period will involve design issues 

such as how to elicit the event of interest—the number of events observed may be related to how 

evocative the task is in addition to its length. To assess whether the number of events is 

sufficient, researchers can compute the finite sample reliability of the individual-level hazard 

rates (see Stoolmiller, 2016). If the variance in the hazard rates at the individual level is 

significant and substantial, and if the reliabilities of the estimated random effect hazard rates at 

the individual level is high across all participants (e.g., .80 or higher), then it is a good indication 

that the task is revealing reliable individual differences in events. The issue of finite sampling 

reliability may be more of a concern in study designs using unstructured or naturalistic 

observations compared to structured lab tasks, because the observation length might be more 

likely to influence the number of observed events in unstructured observations.  
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Another issue related to study design is the consideration of re-test reliability of the 

behaviors being observed. Whenever possible, researchers considering using survival analysis 

with observational data should obtain a second, re-test observation of the same design several 

days after the initial observation. A thorough discussion of this topic can be found in Stoolmiller 

(2016), but a brief description of the issue is that participants may show low re-test reliability on 

their behaviors, which would influence how trustworthy the inferences to be drawn from model 

results are when relating hazards to child-level predictors or outcomes.  

Modeling issues also include the assumption of proportional hazards for time-invariant 

predictors when survival analysis is conducted in the Cox framework (or with any linear model 

that uses the log hazard). With the uptake of MSA for observations of child behavior in the field 

using semi-parametric (e.g., Cox) and non-parametric approaches, we will be able to make 

informed decisions in applying parametric approaches to such data. Doing so will, in turn, 

inform theoretical perspectives on the functional form of how event times are distributed for 

different types of behaviors in different contexts. Parametric approaches are also advantageous 

because of the statistical power gained from using a parametric form of the baseline hazard 

function. We can make use of non-parametric and Cox regression models to explore what the 

distributions are while we move toward greater theoretical precision with the use of parametric 

approaches. 

Conclusion 

 Developmental scientists often have research questions about the timing of events. We 

illustrated how MSA can be used to examine between-child (negative affectivity) and within-

child (strategy use) predictors of recurring events (anger expressions). Our field is rich in 

observational data containing nuanced temporal information, and developmental theories are 
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increasingly emphasizing dynamic processes in which timing plays a central role. MSA is a 

useful analytical technique to add to our research toolkit. 
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Table 1 

Data Structure Examples 

  Original Data Structure 

IDi  Secondijt Angerijt Bidsijt Distractionijt 
Negative 

Affectivityi 
 

1 1 0 0 1 4.37  

1 2 0 1 1 4.37 

1 3 1 1 0 4.37 

1 4 0 0 0 4.37 

1 5 0 0 0 4.37 

1 6 0 0 1 4.37 

1 7 0 0 1 4.37 

1 8 0 0 1 4.37 

1 9 0 1 0 4.37 

1 10 1 1 0 4.37 

… ... ... ... ... … 

1 480 0 0 0 4.37 

2 1 0 0 0 5.16 

2 2 0 1 0 5.16 

… … … … … … 

117 480 1 0 0 3.98 

 Model 1: Recurring Episode Model with Time-Invariant Predictor 

IDi Secondij Anger Eventij Negative Affectivityi Episodeij 
Event 

Timeijt 

1 3 1 4.37 1 3 

1 10 1 4.37 2 7 

1 480 0 4.37 3 470 

… … … … … … 

117 480 1 3.98 4 50 

  Model 2: Recurring Episode Model with Time-Varying Predictors 

IDi Secondijt 
Anger 

Eventijt 
Bidsijt Distractijt Startijt Stopijt 

1 1 0 0 1 0 1 

1 2 0 1 1 1 2 

1 3 1 1 0 2 3 

1 4 0 1 0 3 4 

… … … … … … … 

117 480 1 0 0 479 480 

Note. Subscripts refer to variation over individuals (i), episodes (j), and time periods (t). 
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Table 2 

Descriptive Statistics for both Models 

Predictor Variables Mean (SD) Minimum Maximum 
 

Outcome Variables 
Number of Episodes 

Mean (SD) Minimum Maximum 

Model 1: Recurring Episode Model with Time-Invariant Predictor 

Negative Affectivity (1 to 7) 3.60 (.58) 2.27 4.96   Anger (recurring) 8.26 (8.38) 1 43 

Model 2: Recurring Episode Model with Time-Varying Predictors 

Bids 34.74 (24.43) 0 157  Anger (recurring) 8.26 (8.38) 1 43 

Focused distraction 101.75 (84.41) 0 321      

Note. N = 117. Bids and Focused distraction are represented as the number of seconds the behavior was present during the 480-second task. 
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Table 3 

Results from Model 1 and Model 2 

Predictor  Estimate 
Standard 

Error 
p 

Hazard 

Ratio 

95% Confidence 

Interval of 

Hazard Ratio 

Model 1: Recurring Episode Model with Time-Invariant Predictor 

Negative Affectivity, 𝛽1  0.01 0.18 .96 1.01 [0.71, 1.43] 

Child-level random effect variance, vi  0.80     

Log-Likelihood (Fitted)  -4767.56     

Log-Likelihood (Unconditional)  -4974.91     

AIC  9715.39     

Model 2: Recurring Episode Model with Time-Varying Predictors 

Bids, 𝛽1  0.93 0.09 <.001 2.53 [2.14, 2.99] 

Distractions, 𝛽2  -1.32 0.17 <.001 0.27 [0.19, 0.37] 

Child-level random effect variance, vi  0.65     

Log-Likelihood (Fitted)  -4877.07     

Log-Likelihood (Unconditional)  -5183.16     

AIC  9939.44     

Note. AIC= Akaike Information Criterion. Model 1 N = 117 persons. Model 1 Likelihood ratio test: X2 

(90.14) = 414.70, p < .001. Model 2 N = 480 seconds nested within 117 persons. Model 2 Likelihood 

ratio test: X2 (92.65) = 612.20, p < .001.  
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